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A book is valuable if  you also learn something from it
about yourself.

"O God, if  it  is true that you exist,  I  ask you from my
heart:  Teach me to  know you,  show me the truth and
guide me the right way!"
 Johannes Greber. Verkehr mit der Geistwelt.(1)
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Preface

This beautiful planet, our Earth, hosts a species that is
largely  unable  to  manage this  beautiful  jewel  and  live
together in peace. It is time to bring order to this chaos,
so that the Earth does not suffer anymore and people do
not break skulls of each other.

Discussing who is   responsible for this sinister world  is
futile. Because responsible are you, dear reader, just like
the other 7 to 8 billion inhabitants. The reason you will
learn  by  reading  this  book.  But  the  most  important
reason I can tell you already now. It is the godlessness of
the majority  of  the mankind.  Not  just  the atheists,  for
they deny the existence of God, but also believers of the
religions who are not interested in further knowledge of
God and the Spiritual Laws. But laws work for every one,
whether  you  know  them  or  not.  If  you  doubt  on  the
existence of God or want a sign of His existence, use the
prayer at the top of the preface. If  you wholeheartedly
ask about the existence of God, it takes not long and you
will be given a proof.

I  would  like  to  draw  attention  to  a  point  of  view
wherefore humans are mostly inaccessible. If they would
be aware about it, the worlds bad conditions would not
exist. According to the Laws Of Creation, only things can
appear in our material world they have been previously
"ordered" from the great Creative Spirit. Everything that
exists  here  on  Earth  was  previously  available  as  a
possibility  in  the  Infinite  Spirit.  Since  humans  are
creators, they give orders to the Creative Spirit by every
thought and through there beliefs. Because of ignorance,
they directs their attention to things they don't want and
create them. Creation does not care what it creates. It
acts lawfully. The terrible states on Earth are therefore a
self-induced energetic problem.

Now most readers will protest and say I have not ordered
murder and manslaughter, no wars and no grief. That's
certainly true, but it's only half the story. It is not easy to



understand if  one does not know the Spiritual  Laws of
Creation.  Roughly speaking,  it  is  enough to focus your
attention  on  these  things  and  thereby  put  energy  into
what you really do not want. The Mass Media ensure that
the  negative  issues are  always  on top.  Therefore,  it  is
best to skip the TV and no longer see and hear news.
Concentrate  on  the  spiritual  development  of  your  own
life,  for  only  in  this  way  you  create  better  living
conditions, for you and all mankind. This book provides
knowledge  and  tools  for  a  new,  better  future  for
humanity. Therefor it must spread all over the world.

This knowledge is as old as human beings are living on
earth, but it is deliberately withheld from today's people
in order to keep them ignorant. But the time has come,
where it does not work anymore. A great awakening and
breather goes through our planet, because the vibration
of  the  Earth  and  the  people  is  rising.  We  owe  this
because our planet is entering a new section of the orbit
around  the  central  sun,  it  becomes  lighter.  The  Earth
enters  the  Aquarian  Age,  leaving  the  dark  orbit  areas
(Kali Yuga). The knowledge of the creative power of man
can no longer be concealed. All  great sages of the world
knew it.  One of  them was  Jesus,  who is  unfortunately
abused for a religion. He has pointed it out with many
statements and applied it himself. For example "You will
know the truth and the truth will set you free." It does
not  mean to  recognize the lies  of  the rulers  and their
henchmen  but  the  truth  about  the  creative  power  of
mankind,  because  only  this  can  make  people  free.
Elsewhere, he says, "Verily, verily I say to you, whoever
believes in me will do the works which I do, and will do
greater things than these, for I go to the Father.”  (John
14.12).

Our world could be a paradise if people become aware of
their creative  power. This book is one more attempt to
inform the people about this truth. Until now it is denied
successful.  Those  who  govern  the  world  do  not  tell
people  that  they  are  Creators  and  are  able  to  finish
instantly the godless activity in our world with weapons
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of  Mind and Spirit.  Most  people are indoctrinated and
manipulated  by  Mind  Control  and  will  not  believe  it
anyway. This I recognize by myself. The knowledge -  yes
it is KNOWLEDGE and no opinion - I tried bringing to the
people for more than 5 years. Those who needed it are
not interested and the few people who have requested
my scripture did not need it. Therefore, now I am going
another way and developed a new concept for the social
coexistence of the mankind on this planet. The subtitle of
the book is chosen deliberately, because even the Dark
Lords plan a new world order,  which, however,  will  be
without God, if it comes. The realization is in full swing
and the plans are openly visible in many books and the
Internet. 

We, you and me, all people who acknowledge God as the
Creator and obey HIS laws, can prevent it, because God
is  stronger  than  his  adversary.  For  this,  however,
everybody  must  know  his  Creative  Power  and  use  it
constructively. Read more later.

The meaning of life is constant development, not to be
confused  with  technical  progress.  Looking  life  from  a
higher point of view it can not be purpose limiting it to
excessive consumption and preservation of the species.
Although  it  might  be  true  for  the  majority  of  human
beings  on  our  planet.  That's  why  the  Earth  is  an
experimental and learning planet where mainly souls are
incarnating who are at the beginning of their journey to
perfection.

In  order  to  achieve  positive  changes,  not  very  many
awakened  people  are  required  to  increase  the  Mass
Consciousness. This will positively affect the vibration on
our planet and the negativity will disappear. We are on a
good way, even if time is short.

To write this book, I incarnated as an Earth Angel  and
Observer.  I  have  documented  my  observations  in  the
book "A Life as an Observer" (only German language). As
a  man coming from another planet (not to confuse with

 



Alien)  I  am appalled  by  the  conditions  that  prevail  on
Earth and the disinterest of the species to get more out
of their lives. Now, after observing life on Earth for 77
years, I feel called to design a new concept for people to
live together. It is probably not new at all. Even on Earth
have  been  earlier  cultures  with  a  much  higher
consciousness than is inherent in modern men. Just think
of the construction of the Pyramids, where stone squares
of many tons in weight were so precisely worked and put
on each other that no razor blade fits between them. No
man and no machines, no matter how sophisticated, are
able  to  create  something  like  this  today.  Even  the
transport of those stone giants would hardly be possible
today with the available means of transport. The people
of that time could harness the power of the Universe to
overcome  gravity  and  to  materialize  things  by
themselves.  It  would  be  a  step  of  unimaginable
proportions if people could raise their consciousness to
be aware of their own life as a  radiant divine gift. The
suffering immediately would have an end. If every human
being would recognize to be a part of God, all evil would
disappear from Earth, all wars, all violence, all suffering
and all sicknesses. The Earth would become the paradise
God intended. But as long as materialistic Science sells
its  theories  as  truths,  it  will  be  difficult  for  higher
consciousness to prevail. All knowledge is stored in the
divine  spirit  and  can  always  be  called  up  by  trained
people.  Science  is  more  a  brake  on  progress  and
therefore no longer applicable in  the same way in the
new  world.  The  new  mankind  can  create  things  and
effects that are today considered as miracles. But there
are no miracles, because life works according to the laws
of creation. that makes possible to do those unbelievable
things only using the Power of  mMind and the infinite
possibilities of the Divine Spirit. 

The Universe, the Infinite Spirit, is a repository of infinite
size  containing  everything  that  ever  has  been  said,
thought, and done, and everything that will happen in the
future.  This  is  logical,  because  only  something  can
appear  in  our  3D  world,  which  already  exists  in  the    7
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Creative Spirit. To materialize it requires a force which
man produces with his beliefs and thoughts. It is a law,
that Spirit rules all Matter. Rightly it must be said that all
is energy, only in different manifestations, subtle as Spirit
and gross  as  Solid  matter.  The  only  difference  is  the
frequency  of  vibration.  Solid  matter  vibrates  slowly,
subtle faster. The inexplicable becomes explainable, for
which material Science is not yet able.

It is unbelievable that people can not escape the cycle of
suffering, poverty, oppression and disease. Thousands of
books  are  written  in  millions  of  copies  about  how the
Spiritual  Laws  are  operating,  also  in  all  important
languages.  The Mankind has the opportunity to inform
and  to  free  themselves  from  all  miseries.  First,  every
Human Being must realize that everything that happens
to him is self-inflicted. This will eliminate the principle of
guilt, which we are happy to use by blaming others for
our mishaps, even to keep a whole Nation (Germany) in a
state  of  guilt.  For  a  Star  Man  like  me,  it  is
incomprehensible what the rulers can do with the people.

A few words about Star People (Earth Angels). You may
not know that inhabitants of other, more highly evolved
planets, will incarnate as Humans on Earth. They don't
do it because of curiosity but of concern. Everything in
the Universe is interconnected. When one planet gets out
of balance, it affects every other living in Universe. The
Earth planet is dominated by life-hostile elements and is
about to collapse. That would be a disaster for all life in
the Universe if it  comes to that. Star People want to help
the Earthlings, as Doreen Virtue described in her book
"Earth Angels."(2) The rulers do not want to allow that,
because it would be their end when people wake up and
realize  they  are  free  creators.  Most  people  can  not
imagine  that  there  are  more  advanced  technologies
freely available as they are using now. Many inventions
have been made, mostly by Star People like Nikola Tesla
or Viktor Schauberger, all of them have been suppressed,
ridiculed  or  concealed.  Many  advanced  inventors  and
enlighteners did not die naturally, some have ended up in

 



jail or psychiatry. My job is to design a new concept for a
life of peace, Love, abundance and health and give it to
the people for realization. Therefor from this book are to
distribute millions of copies. 

I lived in Finland for almost twenty years, in the middle
of a forest by a big lake where I  had the peace to go
inside me and first  thoughts of  a  better  world already
wanted to be noticed. It was important, otherwise I would
not be what I am today. Spirituality and the broadening of
the consciousness of everyone is the secret to heal and
increase the Earth and its inhabitants. Consciousness is
the most important factor in determining the degree of
maturity  of  an  incarnated  soul.  For  consciousness  no
space time and no polarity exist. Compared to what we
know today, the speed of light is a snail. 

Now  I'm  getting  closer  to  the  fact,  what  is  my
contribution  to  the  Earth.  To  help  people  to  a  higher
consciousness and thus to free their veil of ignorance. It
is  the consciousness,  the Conscious Being and its  high
vibration that can neutralizes the negativity. As more and
more people develop a higher level of consciousness, the
negativity will continue to decline.

The researcher Dr. Dr. David R. Hawkins has worked out
a  Table  of  Consciousness  Levels  (see  Appendix).  He
explained that about 76% of the world's population is still
in  the  negative  zone  of  guilt,  shame,  victimization,
addiction and ego cult, which is reflected in the state of
the world. The table is organized from 0 to 1000 with the
skirt  between  negativity  and  positivity  being  200.  The
higher  the  consciousness  of  a  person,  the  greater  his
ability to cooperate with the Infinite Spirit. For example,
a  person  of  level  600  and  over  can  overcome gravity.
There are countless people living on Earth who have such
a  high  level  of  consciousness.  Many  reports  and
evidences about people who can levitate, rising up from
the ground with their bodies and thus override gravity
are documented. The consciousness check of each person
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is  first  carried  out  by  kinesiological  test,  which  is
subjected to every human, as Hawkins describes it in his
books.  Later,  every  conscious  person  knows  instantly
without a test, who he is dealing with, before he comes
into closer relationship with other human beings. Even
now it is suitable to ask the All Knowing Spirit about any
new relationship whether it  is  good for us or shall  we
better  keep  the  hands  off.  The  test  is  explained  in
Appendix.

Only a few people are willing to make efforts for their
spiritual development, even though it affects every one.
Earth will remain as a very low developed Planet as long
as this is fact. Humans will be slaves to their ignorance.
It would be very easy to turn this beautiful Planet into a
paradise. Let's start together.

  



Chapter 1 
Man proposes – God disposes . . .

 . . . as the folk saying goes. Because  the Great Worlds
Leader  can  only  let  happen  what  his  co-creators,  the
mankind, previously thought, is hardly apparent from this
saying. The opposite is interpreted, namely that man can
not do anything. So it is also preached by the religions

That it could be different, only a few people worry about
it at all. They do not challenge the current system, where
a few exploit the majority. It is generally recognized and
confirmed at times by elections. Although the turnout has
diminished,  the  non-voters  do  not  change  the  system.
They  just  state  their  disagrees  with  the  parties  and
candidates,  if  any.  Most  non-voters  only  express  their
political  disinterest.  It  is  understandable  because  they
think they can not change anything. In case of elections
they  are  right.  This  book  tries  to  clean  up  with  the
mistake, that they can not do anything at all. It only takes
a  critical  mass  of  people  to  turn  the  Earth  into  a
paradise. Elections can not do that.

The distribution of power looks like a few million slaves
are coming on one ruler. It would be very easy to hunt
down these rulers, wouldn't it? Yes, sure, that happened
many times in the past. Riots, revolutions and obedience
was coming and going. But the system still exists and the
new rulers  are  more cruel  than ever.  They realize  the
seething in the people and want to nip the next uprising
in the bud. As result only the pressure increases and the
limit of tolerable will soon be reached. The people can
not  be suppressed forever.  But  also the next  uprisings
will  not overthrow  the  system  and  bring  only  new
puppets  to  the  switch  of  power  (and  make  the
masterminds  in  the  background  even  richer).  Anyone
who thinks a little bit further, will not shed his blood in
the street. Only a spiritual revolution can install a new
system.

There are about  200 sovereign states  on Earth with  a
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similar political system, only the degree of oppression is
different.  A new system can only be installed on Earth
when  all  major  and  influential  countries  and  peoples
participate in it. If only a few, they could not prevail and
would be destroyed by the current world rulers.  Many
readers will not believe that it is possible to consolidate
everyone, especially as the rulers of the current system
have the power in nearly all countries. This thinking is
based on the current system. Of course, there must be
many prerequisites to create a unified new system. And it
is only possible with increasing human consciousness. As
I explained, it is a purely energetic problem that can only
be  solved  energetically.  And  that's  easier  than  most
people  can  imagine.  That's  what  I'm  trying  to  explain
with this book.

Requirements for the new system
Once  the  basic  requirements  for  the  new  system  are
established,  high  conscious  people  of  the  largest  and
most influential countries must come together and make
plans how to organize the new system. The first and most
important requirement is to ensure that the plan for the
NEW WORLD ORDER With  God  is  known worldwide.
The unconscious people (76% according to Hawkins) will
not be interested in it. But they are also not interested in
the NEW WORLD ORDER without God, which is already
being carried out by the Dark Powers. Their plans even
help  the  new  system  because  they  want  to  decimate
humans.  But  only  those  people  must  go  who  do  not
confess to God or seek the truth, which is the same thing.
No one knows the sole comprehensive  truth unless  he
has received it personally from the Spirit World. You have
to  search  for  the  truth  yourself.  In  the  Bible,  truth  is
often  distorted,  omitted,  or  misinterpreted.  The
representative of Christ in Vatican is a mockery of God.

There we come already to the second requirement.
Interested  people  need  to  effort  expanding  their
consciousness as described later. A higher consciousness
not  only  increases  the  vibration  of  the  individual,  but
rises  the  mass  consciousness.  This  deprives  the  Dark



Forces of  energy,  because there is  only one space and
everything is connected to everything. You could call it
redistribution of energy.

A  World  Council  must  be  founded  that  completely
distances  itself  from the  old  system.  Globalization  will
look very different from what the present rulers planned.
All  previous  organizations,  such  as  UNO,  Financial
Leaders, WHO, etc. may not be involved.

In principle,  there is  nothing wrong with a One-World-
Government, of course not such as the rulers planned.
1% of humanity lives in the lap of luxury and the rest are
down-bred  working  zombie  slaves.  Basically,  the  New
Earth  will  look  like  that  everyone  has  to  make  a
contribution to the Common Good. Money does not exist
anymore. Nobody should have to do anything that does
not give him pleasure and satisfaction. Labor according
to ones talents and skills has priority. Working time will
be only a minimum of what is required today. Work will
be paid with plus points that can be exchanged for all
material  needs  of  life.  God  wants  to  realize  himself
through  his  creatures,  so  he  has  given  everybody
different gifts and talents to play creators. In the New
Earth, no one should put God's Light under the bushel.
Aid for development will be available and Development
Aid  will  become a  whole  new meaning.  Also  the  term
"Humanity" will  get a new content. Since every human
being  is  given  his  own  will  and  thus  his  own
responsibility, everyone has to do everything in order to
live  in  loving  exchange  of  giving  and  taking  with  his
fellow human beings. It is no longer possible to be cared
without of benefit to the Common Good.

Therefore lazybones and parasites collect negative points
(or no points). Unless they don't want to change, they will
be educated in Re-Education-Camps to become positive
members of the society,  Crime is also a thing of the past,
because no one has to take away anything from another.
Religions  are  banished  from  the  Earth.  There  are
spiritual teachers and the Spiritual Laws are taught early
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to  every  child.  To  obey  them  is  duty  for  everyone.
Because  the  new  society  can  not  afford  people  with
negative karma. The standard language should be a new
one that may not yet exist. A very old one would also be
conceivable,  such  as  Sanskrit.  It  must  be  a  perfect
language, not English. The more further people develop
spiritual the more telepathic communication will prevail.
Keep  in  mind  that  everything  is  connected  with
everything and that you are sending out information with
every thought that spreads to the Great Creative Spirit
and is written down there for all eternity. This data store
is also called the Akashic Record. The human transmitter
already works perfectly,  But on the receiving side only
few are able to catch information from the Spirit. All this
can not be done overnight and takes a longer time. 



Chapter 2 
Some important contents of the new system

The New Earth will be without man-made religion, which
will  be  exposed  as  fraud.  The  sooner  you  find  faith
without  religion,  the  sooner  the  New  Earth  will  be
created.  It  will  be  even  without  politics  in  its  present
form  and  meaning.  The  New Man  does  not  need  any
paternalism, no ECO fascism, no organic certificates, no
regulations  that  complicate  life  and  certainly  no  wars.
The New Man will understand himself as part of nature
and live in harmony with the eternal Laws of Nature. He
must  not  give  up  anything,  instead  everything  will  be
available in abundance. There will be support from the
Spirit World. Yes, even by Aliens. But they will only help
if we finally start to help ourselves. That means to stop
supporting  the  current  system  and  increasing  our
consciousness. Then we will send love into the world and
renounce revenge and violence.  People need to realize
that there is no separation. Everything is One. That's why
everything  that  happens  on  Earth  works  in  the  entire
universe. That is why we are being closely watched by
our "neighbors". But they will not assist us if we believe
solving our  problems by force.  Their  help  is  mainly  to
provide us with advanced technologies.

Global  Networking (Internet)  will  only  be a well  doing
service.  Resources  will  be  fairly  distributed.  Everyone
receives everything necessary for life. No one can enrich
himself at the expense of others, as it now is usual. In the
current system, laws and rules apply to all according to
the  principle  of  equality  (but  the  application  looks
different). In the new system of the New Earth people are
registered  according  to  their  Level  of  Consciousness.
This corresponds to the system as it is common in the
Spirit World. There is a strict hierarchy. At the present
time, this system can not be used on Earth and would be
misunderstood as fascist and racist. In the new, higher
consciousness,  it  is  normal,  because it  drives  the Less
Conscious  to  work  on  his  development,  because  the
continuous  development  of  all  forms  of  beings  is  the
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purpose  of  Creation.  In  the  old  system,  the  Less
Conscious,  who does  nothing  for  his  development,  has
the same rights, which is a burden to society and pushes
mass  consciousness  to  a  lower  level.  This  is  what  the
rulers  want.  No  two  people  are  alike,  some  are  more
equal than others, as the vernacular says. 

Propagation  happens  as  before  through  sexual
intercourse. Artificial creation of the Human Species in
laboratories is not allowed. It is only planned from the
evil to manipulate life and to prevent social contacts and
drive  a  wedge  between  people.  That's  what  they  are
doing already with the Covid-19 craze. 

Unwanted  pregnancy  not  happens  in  the  new  system
because  people  are  able  to  prevent  or  break  off
pregnancy by their  own intentions (see my publication
"Only Planned Children"). Sexual exploitation is also no
longer  possible  because  there  will  be  a  new
understanding   of  sexual  intercourse.  Affairs  will  be
detected immediately in the new system if based on lies.
More at item Sexuality.

Man is aware of his creative power and can create matter
from the Spirit. That seems quite a stretch at first. In the
new system the majority of people will not be able to do
so immediately.  It  will  take several generations for the
new system to stabilize. Most people living today will not
experience it anymore and will not be able to integrate
the new system into their lives. But the children of the
New Age are already born. Jan Udo Holey reports in his
book  "The  children  of  the  new  millennium"(German)
about  these medially  disposed children.  What  they are
capable to do will be possible in the not too distant future
for all people on this planet. This is the rise of the Earth
quoted in esoteric circles. The Army of the Unconscious
will not be able to ascend, but will have the opportunity
to incarnate on another planets.

This book is a rough diamond that needs to be grind. For
this  purpose,  an  Ethics  Council  is  to  be  established,



which  consists  of  people  with  high  consciousness  and
sufficient  intelligence.  Not  more  than  10  responsible
persons should take part in it, e. g. from every continent
at least one person and a staff of employees. The degree
of consciousness is more important than the intelligence,
because  it  determines  the  maturity  and perspective  of
the  person.  There  are  no  quotas  in  the  new  system
anymore. Matriarchy and patriarchy have had their day.
Consciousness  and  intelligence  are  the  key  factors  in
appointment of decision-makers at all levels. The Ethics
Council  is  the highest decision-making body even after
the new system came into force.

The new system will first be judged by the majority as
racist and fascist because it contains dictatorial elements
according to today's prevailing views. Previous dictatorial
systems have had in mind the welfare of the rulers and
the discrimination of the people. But in the new system it
is no longer possible. It guarantees the exclusive benefit
of every human being and oppression of the people is not
possible.  The  new system could  be called  global-social
(GLOCIAL). Of course this has nothing to do with today's
socialism.

There will be many critics against the new system, also
and  especially  highly  studied  Materialists,  such  as
Doctors and Scientists, who cannot imagine that one can
influence  "dead"  matter,  living  plants,  actually  all
substances with the mind. Above all, they will be people
who previously lived at  the expense of  the community.
They do not know that the fullness of the Universe (God)
is inexhaustible and provides everyone with everything
necessary for life and a little bit of luxury on top of that.
The Indian sage Babaji says, "Only a few mortals know
that the kingdom of God also provides for the fulfillment
of  all  earthly  desires."  (3).  Let's  make  sure  that  this
knowledge reaches more and more people.

It would not be advantageous to give space to critics and
enemies  of  the  new system for  endless  discussion.  All
criticism must be weighted on the scale of consciousness
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to be noticed. A person can be highly educated, even hold
a title from an university, but as long as he does not know
how to escape the miserable material conditions of life,
he is ignorant what is the same as godless.

Criticism always is a product of the ego. It wants to make
itself  important  and  dominates  the  mind.  Surely  many
people think that a system like the one I am presenting
here can only come from a dreamer and a mad man. And
from  their  point  of  view,  they  are  not  wrong  at  all.
Because  I  have  chosen  spirituality,  the  only  truth  that
never changes.  After this the ego has nothing more to
report. Only a Spiritual Revolution can create movement
and  something  new  on  Earth.   And  the  critics  simply
cannot  imagine  that.  Most  people  think  we  “Light
Workers” have no ground contact and our heads being in
the  clouds.  I  have  been  accused  of  this  on  several
occasions. I can only say "thank goodness". But we have
a much wider horizon, because we see more from the top
than those "arrested" on the ground. 



Chapter 3
The  new  values  and  contents  of  the  individual
departments

Politics
States and borders are gradually being abolished. This is
to do after people's  mass consciousness has reached a
level of integrity. There is freedom of traveling. As long
as there are borders,  a person with low consciousness
can be denied to enter another country. Since there is no
financial alimentation, the current asylum tourism is no
longer possible.

Laws are enacted by the World Council and endorsed by
the Ethics Council.  The basis of the legislation are the
Spiritual  Laws  (see  annex).  Decisions  are  made  by
regional councils in consultation with all instances that
are affected. The laws that apply worldwide are to obey.
Regional  features  can  be  taken  into  account  (see
Organization  and Practical  Implementation  of  the  New
System).

There will be no unified mixed race of low intelligence, as
it is intended by the present rulers, in order for better
control of the people. The opposite is desired, a humanity
with  high  consciousness  and  sufficient  intelligence.
Anyone who wants  to  become a  Political  Official  must
have a high level of consciousness. Intelligence alone is
not enough. In the old system, decision makers do not
need to be highly intelligent or consciously empowered.
The low consciousness of today's leaders is reflected in
the state of the world. The voting of such persons is the
consequence  of  perverse  techniques,  such  as  Mind
Control. One method is to manipulate the subconscious of
television  viewers.  For  this  purpose  movies,  news  and
music  contain  hidden  messages,  which  can  not  be
registered with the normal perception. Donald Trump has
been surprisingly voted for American president, may be
for this reason (hopefully  in positive purpose).  I  would
not  be  surprised  if  something  similar  happens  in
Germany.  How otherwise  it  is  to  explain  that  ordinary
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people would choose a Merkel as Chancellor.

Political parties no longer exist. The members of councils
to  be  formed  are  of  high  consciousness.  The  only
obligatory  doctrine  are  the  Spiritual  Laws  as  basis  of
which all earthly rules are worked out.

All  global  political  decisions  are  public  and  must  be
approved by the Ethics Council. Elections or referendums
no longer exist, as they have proven to be useless and
would diminish life to a lower level. The best minds with
the  highest  levels  of  consciousness  are  the  decision
makers. 

There are no longer Secret Services, because there are
no  secrets,  as  well  as  the  so-called  Office  for  the
Protection of the Constitution
(Verfassungsschutz)  is  redundant  because  the  Spiritual
Laws are the basis for all decisions.

Economy Energy Traffic
is a complex in which the one is in close relationship with
the others. To produce where the raw materials are has
priority. Energy is everywhere freely available, since it is
sourced from the universe or can be generated locally,
even  at  home without wind and photovoltaic systems.
Transportation of energy is a thing of the past. Countless
new  energy  systems  have  already  been  invented  that
neither require fuel nor produce exhaust gases. One of
those  inventors  was  Viktor  Schauberger  whose
inventions needs only water and air as energy suppliers.
He  was  a  trained  forester   who  achieved  all  his
knowledge  by  watching  nature.  He  renounced  the
"specialist  knowledge"  of  so-called  experts.  They  even
committed him temporarily to psychiatry. Since the rulers
worship the false God, all inventions that could liberate
people  have been and will  be  suppressed,  and science
can still continue its work of destruction. See Appendix
for  the  introduction  to  a  pamphlet  written  by  Viktor
Schauberger in 1933 titled "Our Meaningless Work" (in
German language).



In order to maintain the present ominous system, people
are instilled with any possible fear. Fear of terrorism and
fear of the climate catastrophe are two wonderful ways
for  rulers  to  control  and  impoverish  people.  Hartmut
Bachmann has written an enlightening book about how
fear is used as an instrument of power. The example for
this is the climate lie:  "Die Lüge der Klimakatastrophe"
("The lie of the climatic catastrophe” German language).
If  it  is  forbidden  in  the  meantime,  you  can  get  more
information from me. (4)

The exploitation of the Earth will have an end in the new
system.  Traffic  no  longer  pollutes  the  environment.
Today's air traffic is no longer permitted due to noise and
environmental damage. New technologies, partly already
known, will be used. Take-offs and landings are vertical
and do not require valuable land. Transport by ships is
kept  to  a  minimum  because  no  oil  and  no  more  coal
needed for power generation, The propulsion of the ships
no longer produces harmful fumes.

A global Economic Council is founded. Its job will be to
coordinate the global production of consumer goods and
to set the best development for each product as standard.
In  the  future,  there  will  not  be  thousands  of  different
coffee  machines,  power  tools  or  refrigerators,  even
automobiles and other means of transport, just to name a
few examples. There are only differences in the design.
Since  no  company  has  to  work  on  a  profit  basis,
competitive  thinking  is  eliminated.  Plastic  is  not
forbidden, in long term will be find new,  environmentally
friendly materials. 

As long as people can not materialize and dematerialize
goods,  conditional  materialism  is  still  allowed.  Any
disused material that does not decay must be sent to a
company  responsible  for  its  environmentally  friendly
disposal or conversion. Products are no longer designed
to be short-lived, but are practically durable for life.   21
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Bookkeeping  is simplified as there is no longer a profit
and loss account.  Taxes are abolished.  All  services are
evaluated  and  charged  with  a  points  system.  Every
business  is  constantly  checked  for  its  level  of
consciousness. If it falls below a value to be determined,
the  company must  be checked.  A  performance catalog
has to be created,  which defines how many points are
given for a certain work.  For example, an artist, writer
or  musician  will  not  benefit  for  lifelong  from  a
"bestseller".  Every  day  automatically  an  accumulated
point will be subtract, which is incentive not to put the
hands in the lap.

Education
Decisions are made by the Education Council. The global
laws must be considered.
Education begins practically in the womb, because even
the  unborn  child  registers  the  conversations  around  it
and stores it in the subconscious mind. When pregnancy
occurs, the mother has to finish a course. The Spiritual
Laws must be constantly taught and exemplified to the
child.  If  it  fails,  children will  be educated in dedicated
facilities  by experts.  Many children would better  grow
somewhere  else  than  with  their  own parents.  Because
nobody is born as a trained pedagogue and can deal with
children as they need it.

The  only  religion  is  spirituality  and  a  personal
relationship with God based on the Laws of Creation, also
known  as  Eternal  Laws  of  Nature  or  Spiritual  Laws.
Churches, mosques and synagogues are being converted
for  new  purposes.  There  are  spiritual  centers  where
people  are  trained  for  their  spiritual  possibilities.  In
particular,  they  should  be  aware  that  all  people  have
been assigned Spirit Guides who can be asked for help.
But they only help if they are asked because the human
will has priority. They are souls who have agreed and are
able to help.

The  school  system  will  be  brand  new.  A  compulsory
school attendance as today does not exist, but a duty for



learning. It depends on the level of consciousness and the
interests and talents of the child. School buildings and
full-time teachers are no longer available. Children can
be taught individually or in groups of the same levels of
consciousness,  whereby  age  does  not  matter,  but  the
comprehension of the subject matter is decisive. Anyone
who possesses educational skills can be a teacher, a high
degree  of  consciousness  and  the  required  expertise  is
needed.  For  highly  conscious  children  there  is  no
compulsory learning because they can ask the Source of
Omniscience.

Defense
Weapons for  use on earth  are  no  longer necessary,  as
there will be no enemies when the mass consciousness
has reached the level  of  integrity. For possible  threats
from  outer  space,  appropriate  weapons  must  be
developed;  perhaps  they  are  already  existing.  War
material  is  supplied  to  the  raw  materials  industry  for
recycling. There is military only for monitoring reserves
(see  below).  Members  must  reach  a  defined  level  of
consciousness  and  receive  training  from  the  Ethics
Committee.

Medicine and Health
There  is  only  natural  healing  and  spiritual-energetic
healing.  It  is  a  fact  that  spirit  interacts  with  matter
because all things are generated from the Creative Spirit.
A healthy body has a high vibration, a sick body a low
one. In order to heal a person, only his vibration (immune
system) needs to be increased, that's the whole secret.
All  suitable  methods  are  known  and  documented  in
countless publications. It also should be clear to everyone
that a body can only be kept healthy through healthy food
(see below).

Vaccinations and prophylactic medical examinations are
not allowed. A human being is seen as a perfect divine
creature that does not need prophylactic measures based
solely on fear and profiteering. Disease will  be  almost
unknown in the future. The pharmaceutical industry and
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conventional  medicine  has  no  longer  a  basis  and  will
disappear.  Of  course,  animal  experiments  are  also
prohibited.

As result  of  increasing  consciousness  a  growing
willingness will  appear not to use conventional medical
therapies.  Even  this  measure  would  increase  the
vibration of the body. Healers and therapists are to pass a
selection  according  to  the  level  of  consciousness.
Charlatans and inadequately trained therapists are to be
excluded.  Anyone with  a  correspondingly  high  level  of
consciousness and interest can become a healer. Course
material can be obtained from the author.

In today's system, people are deliberately made sick by
low-vibrating entertainment and food, and exposing them
to  harmful  radiation  and  other  physical  attacks.
Especially the large corporations of the "food" industry
are  veritable  poison  kitchens.  If  eating  habits  and  the
production of poisoned food continue in the same way,
there will be no healthy person within 20 years. People
has to capture a whole new awareness for health.

Food  may  only  contain  natural  ingredients.  Therefore
chemical  preservatives,  artificial  flavors,  colors  and
sweeteners  are  banned  in  the  new  system.  Today's
humans  believe  they  can  still  improve  perfect  natural
products  by mixing in harmful  ingredients   like Iodine
into salt from which they have filtered out 82 important
elements  and  selling  them  to  the  pharmaceutical
industry.  To move away from nature means nothing
else  than  to  move  away  from  God.  Today's  food
industry  plays  a  significant  role  for  destruction  of  the
human species.

Because fear and worry can not manipulate people in the
new system, there is  no stress.  Illness will  be virtually
unknown.

Agriculture is  returned  to  a  natural  basis.  Chemicals
may  no  longer  be  used.  The  people  are  given  the



opportunity for self-sufficiency. For each household a plot
for gardening is provided. In cities, this can be organized
on roofs, car parking buildings and the like. As traffic no
longer produces exhaust fumes, fruits and vegetables can
be  grown  along  the  roadsides.  Orchard  meadows  are
back in fashion.

Factory farming is prohibited and not necessary because
there  will  be  no  large  farms.  Meat  consumption  is
gradually reduced until the human completely abstains.
There is also no land ownership, just a lifetime leasehold
that can not be inherited. Large farms are divided and
made available to people who feel called. The growth and
pest control of plants is carried out through mental and
physical  manipulation,  which  is  already  practiced  and
functionally  proven by  Burbank,  Bose,  and  others  (for
example in the book by Peter Tompkins and Christopher
Bird,  "The  Secret  Life  of  Plants").  This  book  is  also  a
treasure  trove  of  unimagined  human  possibilities  for
curing  diseases  and  producing  healthy  food.  It  also
proves that we are ruled by hostile elements that can no
longer be described as human beings.
Gene  manipulation  is  prohibited  and  completely
unnecessary.  Better  yields  are  also  generated  mentally
(Urcode?)  or  by  permaculture. All  this  is  immediately
possible and ready for use but prevented by the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry, as well as many other life-
protecting and beneficial findings of other areas of life.

Using  drugs  is  prohibited,  including  legal  ones,  which
can be shown to cause damage to health or to disturb the
environment and other people. Therefore, public smoking
is prohibited and alcoholic beverages may only be made
and  consumed  up  to  a  fixed  alcohol  concentration
(20%?). People with a level of consciousness below 200
(Hawkins table see Appendix), may not consume alcohol.
The new man is aware of his responsibility for his health
and his fellow human beings and will therefore lead a life
in accordance with the Spiritual Laws. This assures him a
free and happy life.   25
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Research and Science
Research in the current meaning is no longer possible.
The new human being can use the power of his mind and
the unlimited Spirit without help of computer technology
to  get  solutions  to  all  the  problems  of  life.  Today's
mainframe computer serve in particular the development
of new weapons and more intensive control of the people.
Mind  control  and  psycho-sounding  are  past.  However,
computers  can  not  be  waived  yet.  They  will  be  more
efficient  for the  benefit  of  humans.  Intelligence  is  no
longer  misdirected  to  develop  and  invent  useless  and
harmful things, but to understand and solve the problems
of life. Today's research is accelerating the extermination
process of  humanity.  New technologies are revealed to
people  which  are  no  longer  based  on  destruction  like
before but on conservation and renewal. It is irrelevant
whether an invention originates from terrestrial humans,
star people or extraterrestrials. The closer the inventor is
to the Divine,  the more perfect  the invention.  Because
the origin of all  things is the Divine Spirit.  In the new
system, people will consciously interact with the Creative
Spirit. The result will be enrichment on all levels.

Social Affairs
Every  person  is  treated  as  before.  Identity  cards  and
other  ID  cards  are  no  longer  available.  It  must  be
checked  by  the  Ethics  Council  which  system  is  most
suitable for identification. So far, the chip, the fingerprint
and  the  iris  and  face  recognition  are  known,  possibly
even more.  A new system can be developed that  is  as
simple as possible and includes the level of consciousness
and show the points  account  of  the person concerned.
Man will "vitreous" to the extent necessary for general
safety  and  order.  Every  human  being  is  aware  of  his
degree of consciousness and the associated restrictions if
there are. Every human being must strive to increase his
consciousness.  For  reason  we  bear  responsibility  in
evolution.



Crimes are a mark of  an immature soul  that lacks the
ability to discriminate between good and evil. Such souls
will no longer be allowed to incarnate on Earth and the
current will be trained and housed in reserves if deny to
develop. Each person can be subjected at any time to a
consciousness  test  to  check  his  degree  of  maturity.
Intelligence  alone  is  not  enough for  development.  The
consciousness must be correspondingly high.

Noise is prohibited, engines may not exceed a maximum
decibel level. Work in which noise is unavoidable requires
approval.

Anyone holding animals must pass a course that is held
by the Ethics Committee. Animal welfare, environmental
and human protection are the subject of the content.

The  cultural  autonomy  of  each  people  must  be
guaranteed. 
The level  of  consciousness of  music and other cultural
performances  should  not  be  lower  than  the  Ethics
Council defined. Today's violent movies and some musics
have such a low vibration that they trigger negativity and
aggression  among  the  audience.  This  seems  to  be
purpose. It should be shown to people that violence and
crime is something normal. This will of course be over. It
also  applies  to  other  violence  glorifying  arts  and
publications. 

Radio,  phone  calls  and media  are  transmitted  through
new  systems  and  are  no  longer  harmful  to  health.
Television  becomes possible  in  the  truest  sense  of  the
word and is no longer tied to broadcasters programs. You
can dock with your computer or other equivalent devices
to a satellite or steer a drone that you can call as well.
This  also  eliminates  today's  data  protection  and  the
resulting  impairment  of  interpersonal  information
exchange.  There will  be no data abuse,  as there is  no
reason for it. It is just a lie, because the "Big Brother"
comes to all the data that are interesting for him. It is
meant to give the impression that the government is very
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concerned  about  the  safety  of  its  citizens.  Also,  the
planned  cash  withdrawal  is  declared  as  protection
against  criminal  money  laundering.  Unfortunately,  the
normal consumer lacks the awareness to recognize the
true intentions of the rulers. This book will change it.

The  access  to  one's  bank  account  is  more  and  more
complicated  in  the  current  system.  Besides  your  pass
word you have to generate a TAN with your smart phone
or  computer.  The  unconscious  people  will  be  happy to
pass  away  from  this  restrictions  and  will  thankfully
accept the chip under the skin instead. This will be the
final enslavement.   

In  the  future,  man  will  be  able  to  distinguish  lie  and
truth. The lie will no longer be possible because it will be
recognized immediately. So there are no more fake news.
Since  only  humans  with  a  low  consciousness  lie,  they
must  undergo  a  development  course.  Everyone  finally
will be able to find out whether people were actually on
the moon, whether the World Trade Center collapsed by
aircraft or whether the Holocaust took place. But all this
will  become  so  marginal,  because  there  will  be  very
different  priorities  and  people  will  no  longer  allow
atrocities. Of course there are no more secrets. However,
the intimate personality of a person will be protected.

Sexuality
As mentioned earlier, there will be a new understanding
of sexuality. For the very reason that lies are no longer
possible.  There  is  hardly  a  relationship  that  lasts  a
lifetime, and when it  is  usually charged with problems
and dependencies. If partners do not split up, there are
usually financial reasons that will no longer be relevant
in the new system.

Many  couples  cheat,  as  it  is  called  today.  Since  it  is
against the norms in the  old system, it depends on lies
and blooms in secret.  In  the new system, humans will
gradually grow into a sexual freedom known as 4D. There
is no lie anymore, and the higher the consciousness, the



less the person will see his partner as his possession. The
marriage  or  a  registered  partnership  will  not  exist
anymore.

The  heterogeneous  orientation  continues  to  dominate.
Other  directions  are  tolerated,  but  are  not  allowed  to
raise children.  A child has to grow up with parents of
both sexes or be educated by experts.
For single parents, but also for parents, conditions can be
imposed if the welfare of the child is at risk.

It is important to ensure a balance between both sexes in
the  population.  Today's  flooding  of  Europe  with  single
young men of low consciousness and low intelligence is a
malicious coup of the ruling forces to create the easily
controllable  unconscious  mixed race.  But  finally  it  will
not succeed, because the power elite has planned more
than is possible. Because it is against God.

Law and Order
There are only arbitration courts. Punishments are to be
imposed according  to  the  principle  of  reparation.
Development workers are available for offenders, much
like probation officers today, however on a spiritual level.
Notorious  lawbreakers  are  early  to  be  removed  from
society. This can already be done on the basis of the level
of consciousness before a crime is done. As cited above
about  76%  of  people  are  still  in  negative  state.  It  is
impossible  to  put  everyone  in  reserves  and  not  even
necessary.  It  is  possible  to  recognize  the  dangerous
individuals  by spiritual knowledge. If  rehabilitation  and
further  development  fails,  such  an  underdeveloped
dangerous  soul  must  be  separated  for  the  rest  of  its
earthly  existence  in  a  suitable  reserve.  Here I  already
hear the “Do-gooders” yelling and throwing around with
appropriate  vocabulary.  Unfortunately,  they  are  also
responsible  for  the  terrible  conditions  on  Earth  and
possibly would like to have more of them. A new Earth,
where  people  live  together  in  peace  and  prosperity,
demands also radical measures.
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In principle, my system does not differ much from what
current rulers are planning as the New World Order, be
they Illuminati, Lodge Brothers or Satanists,. The grave
difference for their system is that they plan the whole
Earth Planet as reserve of the disenfranchised, exploited
and enslaved majority  of  humanity.  Then everyone will
cry  out  and say,  how could God allow that.  Yeah,  how
could you let it happen, you denier of God? Because God
can only allow what people think into the Creative Spirit.
The  spiritual  laws  are  incorruptible.  How  can  God  do
something  for  the  godless?  But  it  is  not  too  late  yet.
Whoever makes the Laws of God the principle of his life
will not belong to the unconscious flock of sheep, but will
continue  to  lead  his  life  self-determinedly  and  self-
confidently in the protection of the Most High. 



Chapter 4
Introduction and Monitoring    

In  order  to  establish  the  new system,  energy must  be
withdrawn from the old system. This is easier than the
normal  human  being  can  imagine.  Because  there  is
nothing  else  than  energy.  The  subtle,  the  Spirit,  from
which every material emerges, vibrates very fast that it is
invisible to humans. Solid matter vibrates more slowly,
making it  visible  and tangible.  If  the old  system is  no
longer  energetically  supported,  it  must  wither  and die
like a plant that no longer receives water. So what is to
be done? 

Imagine a pyramid. Above is only little space for a few
rulers, but the most power. Below is much space for the
masses  but  no  power.  The  current  rulers  lack
consciousness. Their power is based on money, weapons
and spread of fear and disinformation. What needs to be
done to get power into the right hands? It has to be a
catalyst. That's the consciousness. Consciousness has a
high vibration and therefore a lot  of  good energy.  The
more  people  increase  their  consciousness,  the  less
energy is at the top. That is the entire secret.

Imagine another graphic. The total energy of the people
on Earth is  drawn in a  straight line.  The left  space is
occupied by 76% negative energy,  the right one shows
the remaining 24% positive.  As more and more people
increase  their  consciousness  and  thereby  achieve  a
higher  vibration  (energy),  the right  part  increases  and
the left decreases, because there is only one space. So
it's only a matter of time before the "Unconscious" run
out of energy and perish.

Struggle and violence are unnecessary and have never
brought better conditions. Fighting is swimming against
the stream of life.  You always lose and the experience is
painful.  Krishnamurti  says,  "That's  my  secret:  I  have
nothing against what happens." The one who submits to
the facts and has confidence in the Universe (to God), is
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automatically  carried  on  and  only  will  happen to  him
what  serves  the  own  Highest  Good  and  thus  also  the
bigger picture, which cannot  be attested to one's own
will. How  man  increases  his  consciousness,  I  have
already explained in the e-book "Planet of the Godless".
Here it is again detailed mediated. Actually it only needs
one sentence. That would be too easy for most people.
But  I  write  it  down  anyway:  Consciousness  is
competitiveness synonymous with love.

Everything that serves life is actually very simple. It only
needs more love to improve the world (see my song "Love
is Peace" in the Appendix).

The great sage Jesus of Nazareth lived it out to everyone
in  his  words  and  deeds.  "Love  God  over  all  and  your
neighbor as yourself!" The first part, namely to love God
above  everything  is  usually  suppressed  today.  Loving
oneself seems to be especially difficult for many people.
But it is necessary, because how can one pass on love if
he does not possess it? What did Jesus mean by saying,
"you will know the truth and the truth will set you free"? I
explained it further ahead, but here again. What is meant
are not the lies that are sold to us as truth, but a very
simple truth that man is the creator. And he always has
been.   He  just  does  not  know  it.  To  create  the  new
system, he must recognize the truth, as the great master
predicted.

When people finally find out that they are creators,
they will no longer unconsciously create something
that harms them, as they did so far. As conscious
creators,  they have unimaginable opportunities  to
effect  things  and  events  that  they  previously
considered impossible.

It's  unbelievable  what's  out  there  beyond  our  normal
perceptions.  And  everything  is  accessible.  The  best
should be just good enough for everyone. You always get
what  you are satisfied with.  The Cosmic Ordering and
Search  Service  delivers  nothing  but  what  you  order



through  your  thinking  and  acting.  Remember,  do  not
discriminate against other people with your thoughts and
actions, because that would hit you like a boomerang. If
you  ask  for  a  solution  to  a  problem,  do  not  tell  the
Creator Spirit how to solve it.

Reality  is  created  by  collective  conviction.  It  is  very
helpful  to constantly  imagine that we are already
living  in  the  New  Age,  the  faster  it  will  become
reality.  The  introduction  of  the  new  system  becomes
possible  when  the  ratio  of  human  consciousness  is
balanced  and  the  percentage  of  people  with  low
consciousness falls below 50%. 
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Nice that you are still here

Here you will find the solution to all problems! For yours
and for the worlds!
It's very easy but you did not realize it, isn't it?
The truth is always easy!
It is suppressed by those who live from our problems!

That's why my books have not found a publisher so far.
Because people would realize that they are creators.
And  that  does  not  work  for  those  for  whom  we  are
milking cow and slave.

From now on, take your life into your own hands, obey
the Spiritual Laws and let yourself be led by the force
that  ALWAYS  wants  the  best  for  you.  You  will  be
astonished. Then the first step is also taken for a new
world order with God that deprives the satanic forces of
their energy.
A spiritual law says: what comes from you, comes back
to you!
It is nice and noble to be helpful and not always work for
money. In this world, nothing works without money and I
have to live. So I ask you to do something good for both
of us and give me a little  compensation for my work.
Thanks! Please only specify book titles.

And another request: pass the book on to your networks
or  tell  your  friends  where  it  is  available.  Email  to
schalkzeit@gmail.com.

Account:  IBAN:  DE90120300001032666818,  BIC:
BYLADEM1001 or Metropolitan Bank Manila Swift code:
MBTCPHMMXXX, account number 6353635068249

Website with more help: 
https://healinghelp926706815.wordpress.com/healing-
and-helping
Be healthy, happy and strong! Your Lothar Schalkowski



Chapter 5
The steps to increase your consciousness

Rethinking
The path you follow in your life must first lead to yourself
before you can climb the ladder of consciousness.  That
means  that  you  have  to  take  stock  of  yourself,  as  I
explained in detail in the e-book "Planet of the Godless".
It  consists  of  inside view and outside view.  The inside
view is the most important thing to get to know yourself
and to get into a dialogue with your soul. Your soul knows
your  life's  mission  and constantly  gives  you  hints  that
help you to walk the right path in life. The right path is
the  one  that  serves  the  development  of  your  soul  and
ultimately leads out of the cycle of rebirth and death. The
hints do not come from your mind, but from the intuition,
the  gut  feeling  or  in  the  dream.  Meditation  helps  to
connect with your inner self and to come closer to your
Divine Core. You will find a lot of soul garbage that has
been displaced and needs to be released,  as described
later.

The outside view serves primarily to recognize what want
to  take  possession  of  you,  but  is  not  good  for  you.
Unfortunately, very little of the outside is useful to us.We
are constantly being bombarded with negative news and
waste our time with things that rob us of our energy. We
create a frame in which our image can not shine. 

Once  you  have  looked  inside  and  outside  and  tidied
yourself up, it is important to rethink in order to create
only  positive  effects  for  yourself  and  the  Earth.  To
increase  your consciousness  does not  require  anything
impossible,  on  the  contrary,  it  gives  happiness,  health
and  all  the  comforts  of  creation.  The  prerequisite  is,
however, to acknowledge God as the Creator of all  life
and all  matter. I recall  Babaji's divine wisdom: "Only a
few mortals know that the kingdom of God also provides
for the fulfillment of all earthly desires." The raising of
consciousness is the way. Let's go with joy and use the
tools listed here. 
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Love
Love yourself first, with all your strength and power, until
your  heart  overflows  and  you  can  not  keep  this  love
inside youself. Then you need to share it. Love has such a
high  vibration  that  it  alone  would  be  enough  to  raise
consciousness. It does not mean only the romantic feeling
between lovers, but the unconditional love of the entire
creation.  To  express  this  love  is  very  important.  That
starts  in  the  family.  Tell  your  partner,  the  children,
parents often that you love them. This also applies to the
animals in your house or in the yard. Treat your fellow
human beings lovingly, as well as yourself.

If you tell the plants that you love them, they will enrich
you with beautiful  flowers and fruits.  In  our  3D world
everything  is  energetically  connected  to  everything
spiritually.  Therefore,  it  is  possible  to  influence
everything with the spiritual mind as well.  I  refer here
again  to  the  book  "The  Secret  Life  of  Plants",  which
proves this fact.

Place your dishes from which you eat and drink on a pad
with  the  inscription  "Love"  and  your  food  will  be
energetically  enhanced.  Print  or  label  your  underwear,
also  including  bed  linen,  with  that  word.  All  this  will
increase your vibration and thus your consciousness.

Meditation
To gain access to the spirit world, meditating is the best
way. It takes a lot of practice to turn off your thoughts
and daily meditation is appropriate. As long as you can
not immerse yourself deeply, you have to be undisturbed.
It's best to set up  some high-energy utensils on a place
in your house. Well suited are gems and crystals, even a
burning candle should not be missing.

People  who  have  medial  skills  or  who  get  it  during
meditation, may receive announcements from the Spirit
World.  They should be careful  with them because they



can also come from entities with low consciousness. All
announcements  must  be  checked  for  their  level  of
consciousness. As an example I would like to mention a
medially gifted friend who had cancer. A voice advised
her  to  entrust  herself  to  conventional  medicine.  She
suffered  the  unbelievable  torments  of  torture  with
multiple surgeries and chemotherapy, which finally led to
a painful death.

Praying
Prayer  means  petitions  and  does  not  require  religious
ceremonies  and  practices.  In  truth,  every  word  and
thought is a prayer, because everything we send out goes
into the Infinite Creative Spirit and brings it back to us
after  it  is  enriched with  sufficient  energy  of  the  same
vibration. This is necessary to appear on our earthly 3D
level.  Therfore  praying  is  always  successful.  Often  it
brings unwanted results that we have attracted with our
thoughts.

It  is  important  to  imagine  that  it  is  already
delivered what we are asking for.  We must charge
ourselves  with  the  appropriate  feeling.  At  first
glance it seems paradoxical what the Bible teaches
us: "Who has it will be given." We pray because we
do not have something. The Universe, or the Infinite
Creative Spirit, from which everything materializes,
does not distinguish whether something is already
solid matter or is still in a subtle state. It exist. To
become solid matter, it  must be charged with the
feeling that it is already in our possession.

At the end of the prayer, say THANKS instead of Amen.
Amen is given the meaning "so be it". That implies the
doubt not to be so. In addition, the word Amen refers to
the  Egyptian  God  Amin,  with  whom the  true  God  has
nothing to do.

An example of a general prayer:
Divine source, I thank you for your protection and
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blessings,  for  light  and  love.  I  thank  you  that
everything  that  happens  serves  my  highest  good
and  the  good  of  all  people  and  animals  who are
connected with me. I let go all belief and thought
patterns of lack, illness, fear and doubt and replace
them here and now with abundance, health, trust in
God and peace of mind. I am a Divine Being and
deserve only the best.  Therefore,  only the best  is
given to me. Thank you. 

Detailed  instructions  for  prayer  can  be  found  in  the
Appendix.

Thought control 
As I have already mentioned in prayer, every thought is
also to be understood as a prayer. It is very important to
control your thoughts and allow only those that will do
good, not just for you, but for the whole world. To bear
resentment and malice in thoughts bring the same thing
to us because of the laws. That's why forgiveness is so
important.  Likewise,  it  is  undue to  affect  other  people
with  your  thoughts.  If  other  people's  behavior  bothers
you,  you  have  to  ask  the  Spirit  (God)  for  a  solution,
unless other remedies are not possible (see also Law and
Order).

Forgiveness and releasing
Not being able to forgive means illness and premature
death. It is the actual main cause of cancer. If you hold a
grudge against  someone,  you should  definitely  forgive,
because a grudge does not do anything to a person who
is intended with grudge. It harms only the unreasonable
person who  poisons  his  mind  with  it.  Holding  on  to
everything that hinders the flow of life is a guarantee for
grief,  suffering and finally  illness.  We live in a time of
rapid change at all levels. Relationships whose partners
do not progress smoothly become unhappy and must be
terminated.  Otherwise  there  is  a  risk  of  frustration,
stress and illness.

Criticism and recrimination must be given up. They do



not  change  anything  and  only  generate  negative
energies.  Every  human  being  acts  according  to  his
consciousness level  and is here on Earth to learn. The
attempt  to  change  others  creates  disharmony  and  is
simply not possible. 

It  is  especially  important  to  listen  to  the  inner  voice,
which is the speaker of the soul. The soul knows what is
good for you. Also alleged injustice done to us must be
released and forgiven. Everything that embitters life is
self-inflicted. That's law.  The path to a happy life must be
taken by oneself. An important signpost is to do good.

Doing Good
"The good usually does not force itself on, for the
bad it requires no effort".
The best start to do good is to reject the bad. I want to
introduce you to a fact which no one has thought about
yet. Of course, it is also based on the Spiritual Laws of
life, like everything else on Earth. This law is probably
one of  the best known, because it  is  also expressed in
various  folk  wisdom.  It  means  "what  comes  from  you
comes back to you" or in other words "how it calls into
the forest, it sounds out." Or "he who digs a pit for others
falls into it himself." The law of cause and effect.

As a result, to a person can only happen what he caused.
What I want to say is the fact that a person can only be
robbed  or  suffer  a  mishap  if  he  has  robbed  or
disadvantaged others. So, if someone comes to you and
complains that he was robbed, then you may regret him,
but you now know the reason and can enlighten him, only
to  do  good,  so  it  does  not  happen  again.  Remember,
however,  that  the  person  being  robbed  may  have
committed his misdeeds in a past life and only feels the
consequences in his current life.  Of course, that too is
self-inflicted  and  can  only  be  resolved  through  good
deeds.

The other side of the coin is generosity. What you
give from a pure heart comes back to you, even in
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greater  quantity  than  you  have  given.  But  one
goodness is not enough. There are a thousand ways to do
good.  But  be careful  not  to  interfere in other  people's
affairs without being asked. Even if you mean to do good
with it.  At  least  ask if  you can do it.  Everyone has to
make his own experiences and master the tasks that he
has  set  himself  for  his  life.  Exceptions  are  the  own
children and people who are no longer able to act  for
themselves.

Thanking
To  say  thank  you  should  be  a  daily  MUST.  It  is  the
appreciation  of  everything  that  affects  us.  It  has  to
become a habit, then we attract more and more good. We
can  personally  thank  our  fellow  human  beings  if  they
have done us a service,  even it  is  very small  and self-
evident. We thank everyone for what is happening to us
right now, and we also thank the Divine Spirit, who made
it possible because of His laws. Saying thanks 30 times a
day is not over the top.

Personal thanks are also due to your own spirit guides,
which  I  introduced  earlier.  We  also  thank  the  Earth,
which is home for us and provides us with everything we
need.

Energy charging
Many things that affect us from the outside try to rob us
of energy. Yes, there are even so-called energy vampires
among humans who rob others of their energy. Everyone
has probably already made acquaintance with them. Such
humans are to be avoided.

Use every opportunity to tank up your energy that nature
provides free of charge and in abundance. Go out and let
yourself  be charged by the beauty of  nature.  Hug and
lean on trees, they are real energy packs. My song from
the forest can cheer you up a bit:

Come with me to the forest and see the marvels,
the marvels in green and the marvels in brown.



Come with me to the forest, the marvels are yours,
they open the heart, peace moves in.

And your heart becomes so light, it flies away,
like a colorful butterfly out of its cocoon.
And your heart will open wide, the earth looks so petty
You realize that you are much more than just as human
being here.

Come with me to the forest and see the marvels
and be enchanted by elves and fairies.
Come with me to the forest, to grasp marvels,
maybe a marvel will happen to you too.

And your heart becomes so light, it flies away,
like a colorful butterfly out of its cocoon.
And your heart will open wide, the earth looks so petty
You realize that you are much more than just as human
being here.
(Translated from German lyrics, see Appendix)
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Chapter 6
Organization  and  practical  implementation  of  the
new system

This chapter must be worked on in the next step to shape
the New World Order with God.

The Supreme Ethics Council
is  the  highest  decision-making  authority  for  all
subordinate instances. Its representatives act right down
to  the  departmental  councils,  where  they  form  ethics
committees. 

The World Legislative Council
On the basis of the Spiritual Laws, it draws up the rules
necessary for the coexistence of people, which are to be
approved by the Ethics Council. 

The Boards of Directors
They are responsible for the local  area administrations
and implement the global regulations.

The Board Members 
They  are  the  next  level  of  authority  to  the  Board  of
Directors  and  are  responsible  for  their  respective
departments. 

Firstly,  this  draft  needs  to  be  disseminated  worldwide
and  secondly,  it  needs  competent  minds  for  further
elaboration.  If  I  do  not  live  long  enough  to  see  the
introduction  I  will  decide  to  reincarnate  on  Earth  and
play  an  active  role  in  the  implementation  of  the  new
system.

I hope that this draft finds Like-minded people who will
first  take  care  of  the  translation  and  worldwide
distribution. If the expansion of human consciousness is
proceeding  purposefully,  it  will  not  be  long before  the
current elite is robbed of its energy and the New Order
can be introduced. It is certainly appropriate that first a
parallel  society  develops,  because  more  than  70%  of



people will  not be able to give fruitful  impulses to the
new system. They will gradually disappear because they
will not be able to tolerate the new higher energy. If you
would  like  to  participate,  please  contact  me  to  plan
further  action.  lotharheiler@yahoo.de 

It is time for people to wake up

Music is a way to convey messages that not only end
your sleep as a morning alarm clock, but also keep
you awake permanently.

Are you a musician / singer and want to make my
songs public, please contact me. German language
ability required.

For example, this song here:
We all wear a mask
1.
You do not always say what you think
You are not always honest, even if you give a smile.
Your heart rarely shows what it feels
even if a storm burrows inside you.

You feel lonely, looking for happiness,
you do not always look forward, thinking what was back.
You do not live the way you dream it
and are annoyed, how much you miss.

refrain
We all wear a mask
and that's why we do not always feel well.
Because we hide the true face
and whoever wants to find us does not recognize us.
We all wear a mask
and are afraid to show us as we are.
We want to be like the others
and our life is a deceptive illusion.
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Second
You accept the advice of others,
although  your  own  heart  can  advise  you  much,  much
better.
You know best what's good for you,
because you are the closest to yourself.

You live in fear and are often inhibited
and  you  look  in  the  mirror,  you  are  already  alien  to
yourself.
Get out of yourself and show who you are.
because your mask is just a drag.
refrain

(German lyrics:
Wir tragen alle eine Maske
1.
Du sagst nicht immer das was du denkst,
du bist nicht immer ehrlich, selbst wenn du ein Lächeln
schenkst.
Dein Herz zeigt selten das was es fühlt,
selbst wenn ein Sturm in deinem Innern wühlt.

Du fühlst dich einsam, suchst nach dem Glück,
du schaust nicht immer vorwärts, denkst an das was war
zurück.
Du lebst nicht so, wie du es dir erträumst
und ärgerst dich, wieviel du doch versäumst.

Refrain
Wir tragen alle eine Maske
und deshalb fühlen wir uns auch nicht immer wohl.
Denn wir verbergen das wahre Gesicht
und wer uns finden will, erkennt uns nicht.
Wir tragen alle eine Maske
und haben Angst, uns so zu zeigen wie wir sind.
Wir wollen so wie die anderen sein
und unser Leben ist ein trügerischer Schein.
2.
Du nimmst den Rat von anderen an,
obwohl dein eigenes Herz dir viel, viel besser raten kann.



Du weißt am besten, was gut für dich ist,
weil du dir selbst am allernächsten bist.

Du lebst in Angst und bist oft gehemmt
und schaust du in den Spiegel, bist du dir schon selber
fremd.
Geh aus dich raus und zeige wer du bist,
weil deine Maske nur ein Hemmschuh ist.
Refrain)

I made this song 20 years ago and now we are forced to
wear the mask even visible.

Mail to schalkzeit@gmail.com
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Chapter 7
The Benefit of Consciousness Expansion

A few practical examples of what you can do with your
expanded consciousness. A high consciousness can only
be accompanied by a high degree of trust in God. Trust in
God is the belief that things that we want will be given.
Yes,  we  can  even  make  things  happen  by  personally
asking the universe, the Infinite Creator Spirit. There are
also many ways to contact the Spirit World. One of them
is the kinesiological muscle test, which will be presented
later.

Here are some ways in which higher consciousness and
"right thinking" can make things happen and will make
your life  easier and even give you financial  benefits.  I
also  add  some  examples  from  my  life.  I  have  already
mentioned  a  lot  in  my  publications  "Planet  of  the
Godless" and "A life as observer" (only in German). It is
important to remember that this is a cooperation with the
Omniscient  Creator  Spirit,  for  which  a  high
consciousness is a prerequisite, so that the answer and
help can really  come from God. Those who do not yet
have  a  firm  trust  in  God,  or  who  question  the  very
existence  of  God,  will  not  receive any  answer or  such
from  entities  who  do  not  serve  God.  It  goes  without
saying  that  only  meaningful  things  are  answered  and
allowed to  happen,  and that  God is  not  bothered with
entertainment and time-sharing. This will open the door
to the lower or even evil spirit world.

Ordering a parking space
For small  wishes your spiritual  guides are responsible,
which you address. I never had problems when I needed
two contiguous parking spaces in a city center directly in
front of the door where I had to go with a moving car and
where normally  are  rarely  free parking spaces.  I  even
ordered  an  assistant  for  unloading  from  my  spiritual
guides  and  he  appeared  on  time.  In  one  case  I  got  a
larger vehicle from the rental car company for the same
price,  because the previous user had not  returned the



ordered  vehicle  in  time.  And  it  was  also  necessary,
because the smaller one would have been too small. So
the guides are constantly trying to please us. If you don't
get a parking space,  remember that you are not alone
and someone else needs it more urgently. But remember
that spirit guides do not help by themselves. They must
be asked.

Giving
Surely you know the problem of choosing the right gift
for your loved ones. Of course you can ask the recipient
what he wants, but it is much nicer to surprise someone
with the desired. So far, you have often been wrong and
the great  joy  of  the recipient  was not  permanent.  The
universe,  the  Omniscient  Creator  Spirit,  knows  the
desires of the people and you just ask Him what the best
gift  for  your  loved  ones  would  be.  This  goes  with  the
kinesiological test, which I have already referred earlier.
See Appendix and you will find the instructions how to do
it.

Protection and Safety
You protect yourself and your loved ones best with a daily
thanks prayer. An example can be found in the Appendix.
There you will also find other protection techniques, but I
have dealt with it in more detail in my publication "The
Protection Book". (German language).

Other questions and orders with the Creative Spirit:

Searching
You can find things that you have lost or objects that you
do not know where they are. You only have to limit the
place with questions to the universe until a YES comes.

An example from my life. In the bathroom of a rented flat
I damaged a tile. In order not to have to pay for a major
repair, I asked the universe if there is still a replacement
tile.  The answer was YES. In the basement and in the
attic were many different tile remnants of all three rental
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apartments available. But not the tile that I needed. Now
I set about finding the place where the tile is. I used the
method with the tensor. Amazingly, in answer came that
the tile is in the bathroom. There was only one way it
could  be.  I  opened  the  service  cover  of  the  bath  tub
panel,  shone in  and  there  was  the  tile.  I  changed the
broken one out and that was the case.

Buy the right thing at the best price
How  I  could  buy  a  tailor-made  suit  for  10  euros,  I
described in the book "A life as an observer" (German
language).  You also have to  ask the universe in  which
store your special offer awaits you.

Attract people, events and money
Proper prayer helps as described below. You can also call
it manifesting. Here acts the law of attraction..



Appendix

The most important spiritual or creation laws
1.  The  thoughts  create  the  reality,  or  the  law  of
resonance.
Most  people  are  not  aware that  they create  their  own
reality  with  their  thoughts  and  with  their  patterns  of
belief  and  behavior.  However,  according  to  the  law of
resonance, only that which the person has attracted can
have an effect from outside. 
They see the cause of their life circumstances in external
influences. According to the law of resonance, however,
only that which one has attracted can act from outside.
Who once internalizes this insight makes a quantum leap
in  the  management  of  his  own  life.  Therefore  it  is
important  that  we  become  familiar  with  the  law  of
resonance.

It  is  necessary  that  you  control  your  thoughts  and  no
longer allow those that contain negative information - be
it for yourself or for others. However, not only thoughts,
but also belief and our own convictions resonate with the
same vibrations and bring to us what we are convinced
of. As explained in the book, the spiritual laws not only
affect  our  own  living  conditions,  but  can  positively
influence the whole world. Up to now they have mostly
done it negatively. This is why control of thoughts is so
important, as described above. 

2. the principle of cause and effect. 
So far we have blamed others or fate, or even God for our
suffering  and  grievances.  We  believed  in  the  Guilt
principle. There is no guilt. Everything has a cause and
this  results  in  an  effect.  This  is  because  the  Universe
must always remain in balance. What you sow, you will
reap. Mostly by religions  erroneously defined  with the
punishing God.

It is the law of cause and effect, the Eastern religions call
it karma.
Anyone  who  do  something  bad  will  also  experience
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something  bad.  That's  why  Jesus  regrets  the  thief  as
much as the victim.

3. According to your belief it will happen to you. 
It is not an empty phrase but important law. Everything
you believe, you manifest as your truth. It is especially
important for sick people to believe in healing, even if the
doctor,  based  on  his  experience,  sees  no  chance  of
healing. It is not the medicine that heals, but Information
that is in it. But if you believe that nothing helps,
that's the way it will be. Check your beliefs. Most People
believe (expect) the negative first, then it will occur due
to spiritual laws.

 4. The responsibility for your life lies with you.
Many delegate the responsibility for their lives frivolously
to others. With responsibility, they also give power over
themselves and can be used, exploited and manipulated.
The reason why many delegate responsibility is fear of
insecurity, sickness and hardship.
To know that thoughts create reality nobody needs to be
afraid. It is also a universal law that happens to you what
you are afraid of. Who is responsible for his life does not
need paternalism anymore.

5. There is only vibration (energy).
Solid Matter vibrates slower, subtle - what we do not see
- has a faster frequency, so every thought, every word.
Vibration  is  information  and  information  has  its  own
frequency,  its  own  formula  and  is  unmistakable.
Whenever the same thoughts are sent to the universe,
clumps  of  energy  emerge  and  become  truthful  solid
matter. This is one of the secrets of prayer, in a positive
sense.  Negative  thoughts  and  expectations  result  in
suffering.



The kinesiological test and its variants

The Omniscience answers questions with YES or NO. Ask
your questions precisely that they can only be answered
with YES or NO. The Omniscience answers no questions
that would bring you an advantage to the detriment of
other people and does not provide information from the
private and intimate area of your fellow human beings,
which  do  not  concern  you.  Even  questions  about  the
future remain well closed in most cases. After all, we only
live in the Here and Now and create our future as part of
our life's work. 
However, you can ask if it is for your highest good to do
this  or  that.  Before  pose  a  question,  you  must
concentrate and connect mentally with the Spirit World.
Question formulations are: Is it good for me? Is it for my
highest  good?  You  can  also  ask  the  questions  as  a
statement.  It  looks  like  this:  "It's  good  for  me"  or  "It
serves my highest good".

The arm test
To do the arm test you need another person. The helper
extends an arm. You place one hand on his / her shoulder
and  the  other  hand  on  the  outstretched  hand  of  the
helper person. You ask the question in thought and say
"Hold"  to  the  helper!  Then  you  briefly  press  the
outstretched hand. If the arm gives way, it means no. If
the arm remains strong, yes.

Finger test
The method is the same. But you do not need a helper.
After the tuning up, you form two chain links with your
thumb and index or middle finger of both hands, which
are connected. You press your thumb and finger firmly
together, ask the question and try to break the chain by
pulling  apart  your  hands.  If  the  chain  remains  firmly
together, it means yes, break it, no. 

You can also vary this method by pressing the thumb and
index  or  middle  finger  of  one  hand  firmly  together  to
form a circle. With the index finger of the other hand you
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try to strike through this connection. If it succeeds, the
answer  is  No,  if  you  can  not  break  the  chain  link,  it
means yes.

Whole body Test
This test is especially good for testing medicines, if you
are still  taking them,  or  of  food and household goods,
even  in  the  supermarket  before  buying.  You  position
yourself so that the legs are spread in shoulder width and
you  can  not  tilt  to  the  side.  You  connect  with  the
omniscience of the spirit world as described. Then you
take the test object in the left hand and hold it at heart
height about 10 cm in front of  your body. You ask the
question:  "Is  this  medicine,  food  or  this  item good for
me?"  You  close  your  eyes,  take  a  deep  breath  and
immediately begin to exhale slowly. The body will either
move  towards  the  object  or  away  from  it.  If  nothing
happens, you have either done something wrong or the
question should not be answered. For all test methods,
you need practice until they become routine. But do not
play with it by asking ridiculous questions that are just
pastimes.

If the test article is too large to pick up, stand before it,
e.g. in front of the refrigerator in the shop or the used
car at the dealer and ask the question. Omniscience will
protect you from a mispurchase. 

You  can  also  ask  questions  that  concern  immaterial
things. To do this you write the question on a piece of
paper, take the note in the left hand, hold it about 10 cm
at  heart  level  in  front  of  your  body  and  ask  the
Omniscience for an answer. Continue as in the food test.
An  often  asked  question  is  whether  to  relate  to  a
particular  person,  be  it  business  or  private,  e.g.  as  a
friend or lover. The question should be asked this way:
"Does  it  serve  my  highest  good  to  have  a  business  /
private relationship with this person?” (Think about him
or  her)"  Omniscience  will  also  save  you  from
disappointment. If  you have a photo of the person, the
test is simplified. you only take the photo in your hand. 



One-handed rod and pendulum
For the sake of completeness, I would like to mention the
methods  of  a  one-hand  rod,  also  called  tensor,  and
pendulum. If you are interested, please use the internet
or literature. My opinion is that you do not need any aids,
because all the knowledge is already stored in you and
can be retrieved with the muscle test.

Praying
Prayer  means  petition  -  the  end  of  bad  luck,
deprivation and failure
Failure and lack of  the good are not fateful companions
against which you are powerless. Many people seem to
be stuck with bad luck while others are lucky. Happiness
is  no coincidence and the way to happiness is  to pray
properly.

It is not necessary to be devout in the sense of religion
and church in order to benefit from the goodwill of the
Spirit World. On the contrary, dogmatism and the image
of a punitive God are no help. To get help from the Spirit
World, you need no intermediaries, but the direct path is
the best here too.

What is a prayer?
This question can only be answered if you know who YOU
are and where your prayer is going. You may say, I am
Susan and my prayer goes to God. If that would be all,
why God does not answer all prayers?I want to explain it.
You are a part of EVERYTHING THAT IS, that means part
of God, for you are created in His image to give God the
opportunity  to  manifest  through  you  in  the  three-
dimensional world. Susan is your name, but as you can
see, you are much more. 

God is Spirit, Law and Form. The Holy Trinity is revealed
here. Form (solid matter) will be created from the Spirit
by Law. Everything is  represented in you.  Spirit  is  the
formless, out of which all forms emerge, and the Law is
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the force that sets in motion the process of creation that
brings formlessness into shape. But how?

Every  thought,  every  word  and  every  action  is  to  be
understood as prayer.  Unfortunately,  much of this does
not serve you. That's why proper praying is so important.
It starts with controlling your thoughts and allowing only
those  that  are  positive.  Praying  is  always  successful,
often in a way you do not want. So this guide to proper
prayer. That proper prayer is successful has even been
proven in scientific studies, i.a. by Prof. dr. med. Dale A.
Matthews,  Dr.  med.  Larry  Dossey,  Dr.  med.  Herbert
Benson,  Prof.  Dr.  Candace Pert,  Dr.  med. Dean Ornish,
psychiatrist  Harold  Koenig  (Source  Spiritual  Wiki,
Hawkins Portal).

But now for practice. We also want to use the greatest
teacher of humanity as a guide here. We want to make
different words of Jesus our own. I want to explain how
they are meant.
 
"Ask and it will be given to you."
Jesus hereby gives us the guarantee that all our requests,
coming  from the  pure  heart,  will  be  fulfilled  instantly.
Instantly means when the right time has come, because
there is always a right time for everything.

"Pray without ceasing."
Jesus knew the universal or spiritual laws and knew how
to  apply  them.  Everything  is  vibration,  every  thought,
every  word,  every  act.  Solid  matter  vibrates  slower,
subtle faster. In order to transform subtle matter, such as
thoughts  and  words  (requests)  into  solid  matter,  it
requires  a  great  concentration  of  the  same  subtle
vibrations, so that they can become solid matter = fulfill
(materialize).  Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  repeat  the
requests  as  often  as  possible  so  that  the  amount  of
energy can accumulate. The Bible said "In the beginning
was the Word and the Word became flesh." That  says, a
spoken thought became solid matter.



"According to your belief  will happen to you.”
What is meant here is not the general belief in God or the
Christian commandments, but the individual belief, so the
own convictions. A prayer that is sent without belief in
fulfillment is an empty word or thought pod and will not
be fulfilled. A successful prayer must be charged with the
conviction that it be fulfilled, indeed fulfilled. That's why
it's  so important that you already feel  in possession of
what you ask for,  be it  health,  a new job or your own
house. This is especially important, as the parable of the
talents  teaches  us  that  only  there  can  something  be
added  where  is  already  something.  That  is  the  only
reason for poverty. If you manifest (believe) that you are
poor, you will stay there all the time. Therefore, feel and
visualize that this is already delivered, what you asked
for.  In  this  regard,  also  examine  your  beliefs  and
behaviors that have been drummed into you from earliest
childhood. There may also be hidden some obstacles to
the fulfillment of prayers. Here is really called “clean up
your mind”.

"What you sow, you will reap."
This  refers  to  the  law  of  resonance.  Everything  that
comes from you returns to you like a boomerang. That is
why it is so important to pay attention to our behavior
towards fellow human beings and to base ethical values
on our own actions. If you ask for something that would
bring disadvantages to  your fellow men,  it  will  not  be
fulfilled or will hit you with all its might. That is why it is
also called "Love your neighbor as yourself."

"Thanks!"
In  addition  to  the  conviction  that  your  request  has
already been fulfilled, every prayer includes a Thank You.
Say thanks instead of Amen at the end of your prayer as
explained  before.  It  is  beneficial  not  to  thank  only  in
prayer,  but  for  everything  that  happens  to  you.
Continuous  thanking  should  become  a  daily  practice.
Because then you are in the stream of creation and you
have not to fight anymore. Without thanks, you will not
make any progress in your development because it is the
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law  that  only  what  you  ask  with  gratitude  will  enter.
Patience  is  not  only  important  when  praying.  With
impatience  one  spoils  oneself  some  chances.  The
vernacular  is  right  when  it  says,  "Good  things  take  a
while”. Because the best comes last. That's why it's also
called "at the end of the day." We waste valuable time and
money  on the subject of prayer. I remember something
else. I read somewhere (it was about people who were
clinically dead and reported what they had experienced
in  their  absence  from  the  body)  that  "God"  said  to  a
person, what the people do there is not praying, but a
lamentation  of  theirs  situation.  This  sentence  is  very
interesting,  because  in  the  Christian  faith  praying  is
often a complaining. Those who start praying first when
the child lies in the well will have little success. Praying
is really something else. Namely, to get in touch with God
and let life be directed from the TOP with confidence. For
this only the own will has to be subordinated to the will
of God. "Thy will be done" works wonder.
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The song to the book:

Love is Peace
Do you think you still have a score to settle
with someone who hurt you.
Check it off and put it to the trash,
for hate is only an evil delusion.

Only love can change the world,
so start today.
Then the old dream will finally come true,
people never harm a hair on others head.
War is a relict of yesterday,
people become brothers and sisters.

Love is peace, love is life,
Love is something that anyone can give.
The earth becomes paradise again,
people live without fear, 
because Love is Peace.
(music can be requested)

The German lyrics:
Liebe ist Frieden
Glaubst du, du hast noch eine Rechnung offen
mit jemand, der dir weh getan.
Hak' sie ab und leg sie zu den Akten,
denn Hass ist nur ein böser Wahn.

Nur Liebe kann die Welt verändern,
darum fang noch heute damit an.
Dann wird der alte Traum endlich wahr,
die Menschen krümmen sich nie mehr ein Haar.
Krieg ist ein Relikt von gestern,
die Menschen werden Brüder und Schwestern.

Liebe ist Frieden, Liebe ist Leben,
Liebe ist etwas, das kann jeder geben.
Die Erde wird wieder zum Paradies,
die Menschen leben ohne Furcht, 
denn Love is Peace.



German lyrics of ”Come with me to the forest”:
"Komm mit in den Wald, die Wunder zu schaun,
die Wunder in grün und die Wunder in braun.
Komm mit in den Wald, die Wunder sind dein,
sie öffnen das Herz, der Friede zieht ein.

Und dein Herz wird so leicht, es fliegt davon,
wie ein bunter Schmetterling aus seinem Kokon.

Und dein Herz wird so weit, die Erde so klein,
du siehst, dass du viel mehr bist als nur Mensch hier zu 
sein. 

Komm mit in den Wald, die Wunder zu sehn
und lass dich verzaubern von Elfen und Feen.
Komm mit in den Wald, die Wunder verstehn,
vielleicht wird mit dir auch ein Wunder geschehn.

Und dein Herz wird so leicht, es fliegt davon,
wie ein bunter Schmetterling aus seinem Kokon.

Und dein Herz wird so weit, die Erde so klein,
du siehst, dass du viel mehr bist als nur Mensch hier zu 
sein."
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Introduction  to  the  brochure  "Unsere  sinnlose
Arbeit"  (Our  Meaningless  Work),  which  Viktor
Schauberger wrote in 1933

"I  have  succeeded  in  combining  different  materials
(elements and their  compounds,  minerals,  metals,  etc.)
with the help of low tempera differences into their basic
materials and regroup them. In this way, it is possible to
pierce any energy in and from water. 
The practical evaluation possibility of this discovery is for
the  time  being  not  to  be  overlooked,  but  it  certainly
means a complete conversion in all fields of science and
technology. 

With the help of the regularity which I have found, I built
larger facilities in the field of rafting and river regulation
which,  as  is  well  known,  has  been  functioning  for  a
decade  without  complaint  and  they  offer  the  relevant
specialist  groups  unsolvable  Puzzles  until  today.  The
currently usual measures in the forestry, land, water and
energy industry will undergo principal changes like many
doctrines  and  principles  of  Physics,  chemistry,  botany
and  geology.  Even  the  medical  science  is  being
influenced  by  this  Discovery  and  does  not  remain
untouched. 

Furthermore, it is possible to regulate watercourses on
any route without bank installations, 
-  to lead wood and other materials centered in the water,
even if  they are heavier  than water,  for  example ores,
stones, etc.  
- To raise groundwater levels countrywide and to supply
the groundwater with those substances that are essential
for vegetation. 
- Finally, it is possible to make wood and other materials
incombustible and resistant to decay,  
-  to  produce  drinking  and  healing  waters  for  humans,
animals and soil in any combination and mode of action
artificially, but in the same way as it happens in nature, 
-  to  pipe  water  vertical  upwards  without  pumping
devices, 

  



- to produce electrical and mechanical radiation energies
in any strength almost free of charge, 
- to raise soil values and 
- cure cancer, tuberculosis and nerve diseases. 

Of course, within certain limits, I am prepared to provide
insight  to  authoritative  persons  through  appropriate
experiments so that they can convince themselves of the
correctness of the afore mentioned. 

I am looking for people of strong character and generous
thinking, who help me to supply the many benefits of the
found regularity  to  all  humanity,  without  distinction  of
race and world look.

Under no circumstances, however, should the results of
research be exploited for personal gain alone, but should
serve the welfare, peace and recovery of all mankind.

I  call  upon  our  leaders  and  our  authorities  to  do
everything possible to provide clarity  on the important
questions  that  will  be  raised  below.  May  they  not  be
hostile to a cause that is to bring salvation. The time is
too serious and too difficult to be prolonged by stubborn
resistance. Even if it is understandable that one does not
like to give up the God whom one has worshipped up to
now".
(Translation from German by Lothar Schalkowski)

Bibliography: 
1: Johannes Greber, Verkehr mit der Geistwelt (Communication with the
Spiritual World)
2: Doreen Virtue, Engel der Erde (Earth Angels)
3: Paramahansa Yogananda, Autobiography of a Yogi, page 206, German
Edition
4: Hartmut Bachmann,  Die Lüge der Klimakatastrophe (The lie of the
Climate disaster)
5: Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird ”The Secret Life of Plants”
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Other Books of the Author

Only planned children

This  method  of  contraception  will  revolutionize  your
love life. You will enjoy sex without being afraid to get
pregnant  and without  troublesome preparation  before
you come to the point. There is no risk to your health
like on other methods and it cost you nothing. 

Affirmations that advance

 

Illustrated affirmations that advance. Words have more
power  than  we  imagine.  Let  the  affirmations  become
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your  beliefs  until  they  have  been  buried  in  your
subconscious  mind.  The  subconsciousness  controls  the
awareness of the  day and you will soon be amazed that
everything goes easier and faster. Illustrated affirmations
that advance. Words have more power than we imagine.
Let the affirmations become your beliefs until they have
been  buried  in  your  subconscious  mind.  The
subconsciousness controls the awareness of the day and
you will soon be amazed that everything goes easier and
faster. 

Books in German language:

 
Die entwürdigte Würde – Weckrufe an die Menschheit

This ebook is an eye opener for people who want to see, a
wake-up call for sleepers who want to wake up, and an
inspiration for everyone to pool their efforts and focus on
the ESSENTIAL to make the world a better place. Not yet
translated, Helpers are welcome.
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Planet der ‘Gottlosen’ – Rette sich wer will

 This ebook not only shows why the world is in such a
bad state, but it also offers the only solution for a world
without  war,  tyranny,  poverty  and  disease.  Not  yet
translated, Helpers are welcome.

Ein  Leben  als  Beobachter  –  ein  Sternenmensch
beobachtet die Erde und ihre Bewohner

 

This  ebook  shows  the  amazing  development  of  an
ordinary man who realizes that he is sent to Earth as an
Observer and Helper to show people how they can make
more  of  their  lives. Not  yet  translated,  Helpers  are
welcome.

  



Das Schutzbuch (The Protection Book)

 

How do I protect myself and my family non-violently from
right-,  left-,  state-,  criminal-violence,  war,  persecution,
robbery, murder?

How do I protect my property, my house, my business, my
vehicle fleet against burglary, theft and vandalism?

How do I protect my life and health without weapons and
violence?

The PROTECTION BOOK provides information. Not yet
translated, Helpers are welcome.
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Kuriose Geschichten  (Odd stories)

 

There are things that do not exist, one could say about
this Ebook. Some of the odd stories are even experienced
by the author himself.

Exciting, gives insights into the world behind the curtain,
humorous,  taking us humans for a ride and sometimes
raising the admonishing index finger. Not yet translated,
Helpers are welcome.

Contact schalkzeit@gmail.com 

website
https://healinghelp926706815.wordpress.com/healing-
and-helping/ 
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